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Class 12 Physics
Chapter 11

Electrostatics

1. The negative gradient of electric potential is:
A. Potential energy B. Electric field intensity
C. Electric potential difference D. Electron

2. The physical quantity that would result from calculation in which a potential difference is
multiplied by an electric charge.
A. Electric current B. Electric field strength
C. Electric power D. Electric energy

3. The number of electrons in one coulomb of charge is:
A. 6.25 × 1018 B. 6.25 × 1013 C. 1.6 × 1018 D. 9.1 × 1031

4. The electric field at a certain distance from an isolated alpha particle is 3.0 × 10 NC 1.
What is the force on an electron when at that distance from the alpha particle?
A. 4.8 × 10 12N B. 2.6 × 1012N C. 3.0 × 10 N D. 6.0 × 10 N

5. The potential gradient between the two charged plates having separation of 0.5cm and
potential difference of 12 volt is:
A. 240 NC 1 B. 24 NC 1 C. 2.4 NC 1 D. 2400 NC 1

6. Ohm × Farad is equivalent to:
A. Second B. Weber C. Henry D. Tesla

7. The rate of change of electric potential with respect to displacement is equal to:
A. Potential gradient B. Electrical potential energy
C. Electric field intensity D. Electric flux

8. The correct expression for the energy of the charged capacitor is:

A. 1/2 CV2 B.
1
2

Q2/𝐶 C.
1
2

V2/𝐶 D. 1/2 C2V2

9. The coulomb's force between the charges in air is 2.0N, the coulomb's force between these
charges in insulating medium having 𝜖 = 3.8 is:
A. 5.26 N B. 3.8 N C. 2.0 N D. 0.53 N

10. The ratio of the capacitance of the capacitor having dielectric to the capacitor having free
space is equal to:
A. Relative permittivity B. Permittivity
C. Permeability D. Electric polarization
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11. The force on electron in electric field of 108 NC 1 is:
A. 1.6 × 10 4 N B. 1.6 × 10 8 N
C. 1.6 × 10 10 N D. 1.6 × 10 11 N

12. The capacitor which changes, and discharges quickly will have:
A. Small value of RC B. Large value of RC
C. Large value of time constant D. None of these

13. Which one of the following must be decreased in order to increase the capacitance of a
capacitor?
A. The area of the plates B. The distance between the plates
C. The number of plates D. The dielectric constant

14. The electric field between the plates of an isolated air-spaced parallel-plate capacitor is E.
What is the field between the plates after immersing the capacitor in a liquid of relative
permittivity 10?
A. 10 E B. E / 10 C. √10 E D. 10 / E

15. In the direction indicated by, an electric field line:
A. The potential must decrease
B. The electric field strength must decrease
C. The electric field strength must decrease
D. The potential must increase

16. Two parallel plates, at a distance of 25 mm apart. Have a potential difference between them
of 12 kV. That is the force on an electron when it is in the uniform electric field between the
plates?
A. 4.8x10‘28 N B. 7.7 * 10 C. 4.8* IO47 N D. 7.7 * 10 42 N

17. The potential difference between a pair of similar and parallel conducting plates is known.
What additional information is needed in order to find the electric field strength between the
plates?
A. Separation of the plates
B. Separation and area of the plates
C. Permittivity of the medium separation of the plates.
D. Permittivity of the medium separation of the medium, separation and area of the plates

18. A capacitor which has a capacitance of a farad will:
A. Be fully charged in 1 second by a current of I coulomb.
B. Store 1 coulomb of charge at a potential difference of 1 volt.
C. Gain 1 joule of energy when 1 coulomb of charge is stored on it.
D. Discharge in one second when connected across a resistor of resistance 1 ohm.

19. When a neutral body is rubbed and it becomes positively charged, it must have:
A. Lost electrons B. Lost protons
C. Gained protons D. Gained electrons
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20. If a soap bubble is charged:
A. Its size decreases B. Its size increase
C. No charge D. None of them

21. Choose the correct statement concerning electric field lines:
A. Field lines may cross
B. Field lines are close together where the field is large.
C. Field lines point away from a negatively charged particle.
D. A charged point particle released from rest moves along a field line.

22. A capacitor C has a charge Q. The actual charges on its plates are:
A. Q, Q B. Q/2, Q/2 C. Q, - Q D. Q/2, -Q/2

23. The electric field due to a uniform distribution of charge on a spherical shell is zero:
A. Everywhere B. Only al the center of the shell
C. Only inside the shell D. Only outside the shell

24. A charged particle is placed in an electric field that varies with location. No force is exerted
on this charge:
A. At locations where the electric field is zero
B. At locations where the electric field strength is 1 / (1.6 x 10-19) N/C.
C. If the particle is moving along a field line.
D. If the particle is moving perpendicularly to a field line.

25. When a hard rubber rod is given a negative charge by rubbing it with wool:
A. Positive charges are transferred from rod to wool.
B. Negative charges are transferred from rod to wool.
C. Positive charges are transferred from wool to rod.
D. Negative charges are transferred from wool to rod.

26. Positive charge is distributed uniformly throughout a non-conducting sphere. The highest
electric potential occurs.
A. At the center
B. AT the surface
C. Halfway between the center and surface
D. Just outside the surface

27. The equipotential surfaces associated with a charged point particle are:
A. Radially outward from the particle B. Vertical planes
C. Horizontal planes D. Concentric spheres centered at particle.


